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Context of Study
• Mango Grove is a website designed to create an 

accessible community for professionals to share 
success stories and encouraging words with 
each other. Users can post and contribute to 
conversations. Upon registration, a user may 
contribute to more specific communities such as a 
college or university.  

• This study was intended to identify opportunities for 
improvement on the Mango Grove website.



Overview

This report will include information on:  

Goals and Methodology Participants and Tasks Findings Recommendations
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Research Goals
1. Evaluate how well a user can perform the primary 

tasks on the site 

2. Gather insights on the value of Mango Grove as a 
professional networking site 

3. Gain an understanding of existing methods of 
online networking used by professionals or those 
looking to advance their career



Methods
In order to get information about Mango Grove’s purpose and 
capability, the research team performed a heuristic evaluation to 
determine focus points for the study.  

The team developed a task-based usability test with the findings 
from the heuristic investigation. Participants employed think aloud 
protocol to share thoughts and insights with the research team as 
they navigated the site. Raw data was collected in Trello and 
organized by the research team using the affinity diagram method. 

Usability tests were performed using a combination of onsite and 
remote test sessions. Remote sessions used tools such as zoom.us 
and appear.in. Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes and 
was moderated by a researcher. 

http://zoom.us


Onsite usability testing

Remote usability testing Data analysis using  
affinity diagram method
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Participants
The usability test of Mango Grove was conducted by 
5 researchers and included 13 participants who were 
a mix of working professionals and college students.  

• 3 participant interviews were conducted onsite at 
Fathom consulting in Minneapolis, MN.  

• 10 participant interviews were done remotely by 
individual researchers. 



Primary Tasks Evaluated
Researchers evaluated the ease or difficulty with which the 
participants were able to complete the following tasks: 

1. Make and respond to posts and participate in a 
community discussions 

2. Join a community  

3. Report, flag and moderate offensive posts 

4. Begin to grow a professional network
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Raw Data



Findings: Overview

Successes include ease of registration as well as ease 
of flagging and deleting offensive content.  

Opportunities for improvement include:

• Clarifying purpose and experience of the website.  

• Feedback and navigation. 

• Connectability and personalization.



Task Success Rates



Findings: Successes

• Participants found 
registration to be fairly 
easy and 
straightforward. 

• Flagging posts and 
managing flags was 
simple and clear. 



Severe & Persistent Issues: 
Essential Goals

• The purpose of the site is networking, but users were 
unclear on how to network within site capabilities. 
Most users indicated that LinkedIn already exists and 
works well and that the usability issues of Mango Grove 
gave them no incentive to switch.  

• The purpose of the site is positivity and inclusion, but 
users’ emotional response was confused and indifferent.  

• Most participants expressed a desire for user profile 
capability and the ability to view other users’ personal 
information.



Severe & Persistent Issues: 
Feedback and Navigation

• Participants were unhappy with 
the site's lack of feedback—
many expressed frustration that 
there was no indication their 
action had been completed. 

• Users were confused by the 
site’s overall navigation; 
specifically the left navigation 
paired with the horizontal 
community selection.

“Hmm… there was no feedback 
that [my post] was successful at 
all. I'm not sure that it worked.” 

-Participant 2, attempting to 
post in a message board



Moderate Issues:  
Modal Popup and Email Input 
• Users repeatedly expressed 

annoyance at the Modal popup. 
Despite selecting the “Do not 
show message again” option, 
popup returned at unexpected 
times, particularly when users 
clicked the “Get started” 
navigation option. They expected 
this menu option to allow them to 
either begin the networking 
process or create a user profile. 

• Users were annoyed by the 
requirement to input their name 
and email address every time 
they posted or commented as a 
guest. 

(Modal)



Minor Issues:  
Design Aesthetic

• Many participants expected 
the images panel (shown 
right) to be links rather than 
static images.  

• Many users expressed 
design criticisms of the site 
as a whole.  

“There's something about the 
pictures that doesn't feel cool 
to me...It's like middle school 
self esteem class.”  

-Remote participant
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Essential Goals Recommendations 
• Increase site’s ability to allow 

professional networking 
connections between individual 
users  

• Increase personalization of site by 
adding profiles 

• Increase individual connectivity by 
allowing personal messages and 
tagging capability 

• Allow users to express emotion 
with image sharing, GIFs and 
emojis.

Users expected to be able to click these 
areas to be connected to their profile or 

another user’s profile. 

Priority: 
High



Feedback and Navigation Recommendations 
• Streamline navigation by reducing to single, clear navigation panel  

• Increase visibility of site mapping and system status by increasing the amount of feedback 
(e.g., “This post has been made to the Macalester board” or “This post has been flagged and 
a moderator will be notified.”) 

• Allow users to edit and delete their posts. 

• Enable notifications so users know when someone has responded to their post or given them 
a Shout Out

Priority: 
High



Modal and Email Input 
Recommendations

• Popup modal was helpful to first-time visitors, but participants were 
annoyed by its repeated appearance (whether or not they had selected 
“Do not repeat this message.”) Recommendation is to make the information 
accessible, but not in a way that obscures visual of the main page.  

• Participants were annoyed by having to input their email information each 
time they wanted to post. Recommend eliminating the guest posting ability 
or allow site to save a return user’s name and email information. 

• Clarify difference between name/username/email address.

Priority: 
Medium

"Is the username 
the same as the 
email address?”  

-Remote 
Participant

"Now I'm entering my 
username? Not my actual 
name?” -Another Remote 

Participant



Design Aesthetic 
Recommendations

• Remove the image bar for Share a Moment, 
Encourage, and Shout Out.  

• Keep the positive and bright branding, but give the 
site a more grown up, sleek design feel.

Priority: 
Low



Conclusion
• Mango Grove has much to offer, but requires 

significant attention to make it strong enough to 
stand up in a competitive market alongside other 
social media and professional networking sites. 

• Implementation of recommendations and continuing 
to work with users will ensure a more robust, 
appealing and user-focused site.
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